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RECLAIMING PUBLIC SAFETY: ENDING PRIVATIZATION OF JAILS AND
POLICING
Over the last decade, there has been an increased public focus on creating civilian oversight of
jails and civilian-led policies to improve the treatment of people who are detained awaiting trials.
Similarly, how and when police officers can use force remains one of the most pressing public
policy debates in American society today. Despite the immense public importance of corrections
and policing practices, decisions about these issues are often not made by elected officials or
public servants . Instead, in many communities, they are being made by private corporations that
are largely unaccountable to anyone other than their shareholders.
Over the last two decades, municipalities have increasingly outsourced their corrections and
policing responsibilities to private corporations. They have brought in companies to operate their
jails, provide healthcare to people in their custody, handle police policymaking, and train their
officers. This trend of privatization has been a major driver of constitutional injuries, undermined
accountability, and frustrated reforms. These private companies have wholly different incentives
from public actors that would otherwise handle these functions, particularly their prioritization of
profit over public safety. Additionally, companies have an easier time escaping scrutiny about
their practices and track record since they are not always subject to the same open records and
open meetings laws. Moreover, the relatively deep pockets of private companies provide them
with leverage to frustrate accountability through civil rights litigation. Privatization has major
implications for safety and accountability yet the public has little control over a city or county’s
decision to enter a contract.
Even though privatization excludes communities from important corrections and policing
decisions, points of intervention exist. The public can influence minimum standards for private
contracts, oppose their formation, and prevent their renewal. To be clear, public entities cause
significant harm in policing and carceral spaces. Replacing private contracts with government
operation alone will not fix the policing and incarceration problems in our country–we need to
shrink the scope of policing, enact significant accountability reforms, and stop incarcerating
people absent compelling public safety concerns. However, ending privatization is an essential
step towards initiating many fundamental policy solutions and will help minimize the
particularly egregious outcomes that result from corporate control of police departments and
jails. This white paper provides an overview of common harms associated with privatizing
policing and corrections as well as outlines legislative options and tactics to prevent them from
being signed in the first place.
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Meet the Corporations
Correctional Management

Healthcare

Profits: $1.5 Billion
Profits: $1.85 Billion
Summary: Healthcare
Summary: Private prisons,
contracts in jails and prisons.
jails, and detention centers.
Active States: Throughout
Active States: Throughout
US including Kansas,
US with high concentration in Missouri, Idaho
Colorado and New York

Profits: $34 Million
Summary: Jails, prison, and
Immigration Detention
Centers
Active States: Louisiana,
Texas

Profits: $2.56 Billion
Summary: Operates private
jails, prisons, ICE detention
Active States: Across the US

Profits: $1.17 Billion
Summary: Health Healthcare
contracts in jails and prisons.
Active States: Across the US

Policing

Profits: Est. $100 Million
Summary: Police, Jail, and
Prosecutorial Policies
Active States: Throughout
US, with high number of
contracts in California.

Profits: $850 Million
Summary: Law enforcement
equipment and policies.
Active States: Across the US
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Privatization Trends and Prevalence
Privatization is an outgrowth of America’s over-policing and incarceration crises. 1 The wave of
racist, tough-on-crime politics in the 1980s and 1990s expanded police presence and led to a
huge spike in incarceration.2 In particular, the 1994 Violent Crime Control and and Law
Enforcement Act provided financial incentives to local governments to hire more police officers,
make more arrests, and hand down longer sentences.3 As law enforcement agencies arrested and
detained more people, their existing infrastructure was stretched beyond capacity.4 Governments
found it more efficient to outsource responsibilities to corporations rather than bring their
existing systems to scale or reject federal funds conditioned on unsustainable over-policing.5
Most local governments have privatized some aspects of their jails ranging from outsourcing all
operations to contracting for specific services like healthcare. Corporations like Core Civic and
LaSalle entered into contracts with counties and cities to staff and supervise jails. These contracts
typically permit companies to set policies for how incarcerated individuals are treated and dictate
the standards for facility operations.6 Even more outsource healthcare to private companies, with
almost 40% of all American jails relying on corporations to provide medical services. 7
Police started relying on private companies for policies and training in the early 2000s. This
trend is also traceable to shifts in the political climate as Lexipol, Axon, and other companies
were able to hock their products due to a perceived rising tide of public backlash against police
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violence.8 The public opposition to aggressive policing has caused many local governments to
contract with manufacturers of less lethal weapons in hopes of reducing deaths at the hands of
the police. Other local governments have purchased privately drafted policies and training to
create litigation proof policies.9 Marketing that preys on municipal insecurity about liability for
police misconduct has resulted in Lexipol securing contracts with hundreds of police
departments across the country, particularly in smaller communities.10
While municipal decision-making is not monolithic, most cities and counties contracted out
carceral and policing responsibilities because it seemed like the cheapest, easiest way to absorb
rapid changes. Unfortunately, many municipalities have continued to enter into and renew these
contracts despite consistent, dismal and even deadly outcomes not to mention decades to
implement alternative systems.
Human Impact of Privatization in Jails
While local jails are typically not known for humane conditions and high standards, facilities
operated by private corporations are uniquely dangerous.11 For profit jails, like many privatized
carceral entities, make many operational decisions with a focus on saving money. One of the key
cost-saving measures undertaken by private jails is to limit labor costs by understaffing and
undertraining corrections officers.12 For instance, a review of recent lawsuits against LaSalle
Corrections reveals the unconstitutional and deadly results alleged in the complaints are often
tied to the company’s practice of understaffing.13 There are numerous cases where overextended
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with H.I.V., N.Y. TIMES, Sept.17, 2020,
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Inmate Deaths, Louisiana Voice, Sept. 23, 2020,
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corrections officers were unable to adequately monitor people that had severe illnesses, resulting
in their death. Texan Holly Barlow Austin tragically died after she was incarcerated in LaSalle’s
Bi-State Justice Center after she was deprived of her HIV medication and contracted meningitis
as a result.14 Ms. Barlow Austin became blind and spent two days writhing in agony on the floor
of a medical observation cell without food or water before she was discovered and finally taken
to a hospital emergency room where she died.15 The lawsuit against LaSalle cited the company’s
conscious policy of understaffing facilities to “keep their budgets unrealistically low, to make
money” as the reason staff failed to conduct even a perfunctory check of the medical observation
cell.16
Similar monitoring failures have resulted in the deaths by suicide at LaSalle faciities in
multiple states. For example, Michael Martinez died by suicide while detained in a LaSalle-run
jail in Waco after he was unmonitored for three hours despite state requirements that he be
visually observed every 15 minutes.17 LaSalle’s intentional understaffing has similarly resulted in
deaths and serious injuries from inmate on inmate assaults. In the LaSalle-run Richwood
Correctional facility in Louisiana, the staff member responsible for video monitoring the cell of
Erie Moore and Vernon White stated that she did not detect Moore beating White to death
because she had too many monitors to observe at once.18 LaSalle is not the only private jail
operator to have caused deaths as a result of its intentional understaffing to save on costs–GEO
Group jails have similarly been sued and cited for their consistent failure to screen and monitor
inmates with medical vulnerabilities.19 In addition to understaffing, private jails cut costs by
undertraining and underpaying staff leading to more corruption which can manifest in greater
rates of violence, drug access, and a number of other safety issues.20
Private correctional care companies have also delivered services at a level far below
those of public providers. Studies have shown that facilities with privatized carceral healthcare
have higher mortality rates than those with publicly provided healthcare.21 Additionally, prison
healthcare corporations have documented patterns of refusing to diagnose and treat people to
save costs. Wellpath maintains a practice of refusing to send pretrial detainees out of the jail to
https://louisianavoice.com/2020/09/23/hysterectomies-in-georgia-facility-prompts-examination-of-ruston-based-lasa
lle-corrections-high-prisoner-death-rate/.
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20
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1248 (2009).
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hospitals and specialists because they would be required to cover costs of those additional
treatments.22 Another pervasive Wellpath cost-saving tactic is to withhold prescribed medication
from people in pretrial detention.23 Wellpath also actively trains its employees to question
grievances for medical care–directing them to read “Games Criminals Play” as part of their
training.24 The book, in short, teaches Wellpath staff that their patients are trying to “set them up”
and they should be skeptical of their symptoms and pleas for help.25
Other strategies used by corporations include severely limiting labor costs by staffing facilities
with employees who were not qualified to perform the jobs they were tasked with doing.
Common examples include hiring Licensed Vocational Nurses for jobs that required Registered
Nurse certification and hiring inadequate numbers of medical staff, forcing regular jail staff to
handle medical matters even though they do not have the proper qualifications.26 The outcomes
of these companies' aggressive profit-driven medical decisions have been deadly. At least 70
people died in facilities where Wellpath or its predecessor Correct Care Solutions provided
medical services from 2003 to 2019.27 People have died from conditions that could have been
easily avoided with proper medical treatment like drug withdrawals28 and tuberculosis.29 Others
have been permanently disabled, like a man who gouged his eyes out due to inadequate medical
responses to his psychosis or a man whose bladder ruptured due to Wellpath staff’s refusal to
treat him.
Privatizing correctional services has caused demonstrable harm. To be clear, pretrial detention
should be a last resort and only used as a response to significant community safety problems.
Publicly run jails and services produce many of their own harms, however, the damage pales in
comparison to their for-profit counterparts. The improved outcomes of public jail services alone
should inspire elected officials to search for ways to reduce dependence on private corporations.
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Impact of Privatization in Policing
Effective police policymaking and training is also undermined by corporate profit motives.
While companies like Lexipol are not focused on reducing operating costs, they do have
economic incentives to advocate for policing practices that fit their business model. For instance,
Lexipol’s business model is centered on policies that maximize police discretion.30 Because
Lexipol’s primary marketing pitch is premised on reducing liability, they have aggressively
resisted drafting use of force policies that would restrict officer discretion and provide plaintiff’s
attorneys with the opportunity to capitalize on the fact that an officer responsible for misconduct
departed from departmental policy.31 Per Lexipol’s philosophy, when a departmental policy
permits an officer to do anything they wish, the officer cannot be in violation of the policy.
Unfortunately, this philosophy is incredibly dangerous. In the use of force context, policies that
give officers ultimate discretion to use dangerous practices have much higher rates of civilian
deaths caused by police officers.32 Lexipol’s narrow focus on minimizing liability exposure has
also led to under-training officers on conduct that is unlikely to result in litigation.33 Victims of
illegal stops, searches, and seizures are less likely to sue than people harmed by use of force.
Accordingly, Lexipol provides little guidance and training on how to constitutionally and
respectfully conduct the policing interactions that happen most frequently.34
Axon, another major player in police policymaking and training, had a different business model
that relies on underplaying the potential risks of its products to maximize sales. In addition to
selling products like tasers, body worn cameras, and evidence management software, they sell
training and manuals to accompany their products. Axon has a history of failing to disclose the
risks associated with use of their electronic weapons products.35 Successful product liability
lawsuits against the company have revealed that the company was aware of peer-reviewed
studies that its tasers could cause cardiac arrest when deployed for multiple and prolonged
discharges but failed to notify or train police departments about these risks.36 While Axon has
adapted training and manuals to notify police departments of risks, the training now focuses on
shifting liability for future injuries onto police departments rather than advocating for limited use
30

Schwartz, supra. at 926
Id. at 926-928
32
See, State Use of Force Legislation and Public Safety, NPAP, at 4
https://www.nlg-npap.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Use-of-Force-White-Paper-FINAL.pdf
33
Schwartz, supra at 929
34
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35
Jane Mundy, Taser Death: Attorney Discusses the First Successful Verdict Against Taser International, Nov. 25,
2008, Lawyers and Settlements,
https://www.lawyersandsettlements.com/legal-news/taser_death/taser-death-tasered-to-deaths-by-tasers-5-11567.htm
l.
36
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of their products or advising on how to prevent those injuries.37 An additional issue with Axon’s
taser training is that it is contractually mandated.38 Police departments cannot opt out of showing
their officers unhelpful guidance that is largely designed to insulate the company from liability.
Just as publicly run jails are not without flaws, public police policymaking and training causes its
fair share of harm. However, public decisionmaking at least in theory will factor in the
considerations other than what makes the most money.
Accountability Issues of Privatization
Part of the reason corporations have such a consistently bad track record is they are able to dodge
accountability in ways that public entities cannot avoid. First, private corporations can skirt
community accountability because they can claim exceptions to freedom of information and
open meetings statutes. Documentation of policies, practices, budget information, and other
performance data that would normally be subject to release under open records laws can remain
secret in states with limited public records laws.39 Communications about policymaking that
would similarly be open to the public40 can often be impossible to obtain directly from the
private company in question. Even where corporate documents are in the possession of the
government, corporate claims of proprietary information and confidentiality can delay their
release or require lengthy legal battles.41 For instance, government entities that contract with
Wellpath have claimed that policies and other records from the company are confidential,
proprietary information that they are contractually barred from releasing.42 In the policing
context, Lexipol restricts police departments from publishing Lexipol policies absent compliance
with stringent trademark requirements.43
This lack of transparency hinders community accountability efforts by making it more
difficult for the public to identify problematic policies and advocate for change. The lack of open
37
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Commission, Jun. 21, 2017.
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meetings access also prevents the public from being able to voice concerns directly to the
relevant decision-makers. Closed records and meetings make legal accountability more difficult.
Without access to corporate records, people injured in private jails or by private medical
providers may struggle to determine who is liable for the harm caused.44 Moreover, private
corporations also are not accountable to the public in that their contracts are not directly put to a
democratic vote.
Private jail corporations have also been largely unaffected by traditional legal
accountability mechanisms. Even though constitutional violations and lawsuits are a foreseeable
consequence of many of the practices of privately-run jails, companies have not changed their
playbook. Successful settlements and verdicts are rare and can be easily absorbed by these
billion dollar corporations. Accordingly, the economic calculus still favors austerity budgets and
lean staffing.45 Private jail operators are relatively insulated from the deterrence effects of
litigation damages and impervious to one of the most effective accountability mechanisms for
public entities. Private healthcare providers like Wellpath have been sued thousands of times in
recent years but they have little incentive to change. These corporations may wish to avoid major
settlements or verdicts but they are rarely at risk of losing contracts because local governments
have little inclination to replace them.46 Private corporations are also uniquely able to frustrate
meritorious litigation. Wellpath publicizes the fact that it will aggressively litigate and refuse to
resolve cases in the promotional materials it provides to local governments.47 In furtherance with
this goal, Wellpath resists discovery and will low-ball or refuse to participate in settlement
discussions.48 Wellpath will also starve future litigants from access to information that would
assist in their cases by insisting on confidential settlements.49 The company’s deep pockets allow
them to engage in limitless gamesmanship in litigation and avoid the same consequences a public
entity would face if they violated the Constitution.
Privatization can also make it more difficult to hold the contracting public entity accountable and
achieve voluntary reforms. First, contractual terms often place policymaking authority
exclusively in the control of the for-profit company, which prevents government officials from
improving practices and policies in response to community pressure. For instance, Wellpath
contracts provide that the company will develop policies and procedures with no process for the
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government to review, reject, or approve those policies.50 When communities express concerns
about Wellpath practices, even receptive elected officials have no recourse to make appropriate
changes. Additionally, where Wellpath is sued along with a local jail for violating pretrial
detainees’ rights, they will prevent the government from negotiating a settlement in the case.
Attorneys that have litigated against the company in the past have reported that Wellpath uses
cross-indemnity agreements to prevent local governments from settling.51
In the policing context, some cities have expressed reservations about voluntarily changing
Lexipol-drafted policies.52 Lexipol has frustrated legislatively mandated changes. Lexipol
actively advised police departments not to revise their use of force policies and training in
response to state law changes required by California’s AB 392, a transformative piece of
legislation that substantially limits the circumstances under which police officers are authorized
to use deadly force.53 Lexipol stuck to this position even after their clients started getting sued for
failure to comply with AB 392. 54 Where police departments decide to improve standards against
Lexipol advice, the company will often literally erase the changes when the company issues
updates.55 Once a local government contracts with a private company, prospects for change
through community pressure, litigation, and even legislation become significantly more difficult.
Accordingly, the most important point of intervention is before the government enters into these
contracts.
Legislative Options and Tactics
Even though elected officials have little influence over how corporations conduct operations
once a contract is inked, they have considerable power before entering or renewing service
agreements. The decision of whether to enter into a contract with a company for services is a
public process that requires approval by elected officials who are (theoretically) accountable to
the public. Additionally, local governments can set minimum standards for government contracts
that could set the floor for private contractors’ policies and performance. Here are several ways
that the public can intervene.
1. Prevent Local Government for Entering or Renewing Contracts.
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In most cities and counties, local laws require elected officials to put out a request for proposals
(RFP) which allows all interested companies to bid on the opportunity to provide policing or
carceral services. The proposals are reviewed and the most competitive bids are selected. Many
city and county charters require contracts over a certain amount to be approved by the council or
commission. Communities concerned about private jails, medical service providers, and police
policymaking have an opportunity to intervene at both the request for proposals and contract
approval stages. Below are steps that communities can take to intervene when a contract is being
considered:
Advocate for RFP conditions that would seek bids from companies that are willing to
agree to policy, performance, and transparency standards.
Confirm contracts require approval by commission or council vote
● Check the local charter and/or ordinances; or
● Call the local clerk’s office
Figure out the timeline for a contract vote:
● If there is an existing contract, you can submit an open records request, search
past city council meeting minutes to see when it is up for renewal, ask your city
councilmember/county commissioner’s office;
● Search city council/county commissioner agendas
Propose an alternative to the company:
● A nonprofit/community provider;
● Another company with better practices;
● The government provides services directly.
2. Create Standards for Contracts.
Activists do not need to wait until a contract is up for review to take steps to keep
problematic corporations out of their community. Cities and counties can enact ordinances that
set their own minimum standards for jail operations, medical services, and provide policing
practices. For instance, an elected body could pass an ordinance that prescribes minimum
training and certification standards for any employee that works in the jail and require
contractors to only employ workers that meet those standards. A more direct way to regulate
contracts with private corporations would be to prohibit the city from entering into service
agreements with companies that have a history of engaging in certain practices or records of past
misconduct. Finally, elected officials can outright ban contracting certain services.
3. Break Contracts.
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This is a more aggressive option but most contracts allow for termination of the contract if
certain provisions are not met. Communities can encourage local governments to invoke those
provisions where private corporations are causing immense community harm. NPAP is willing to
help interested community members analyze these contracts and assist in identifying breaches of
material provisions.
Challenges
It is important to note elected officials will pushback on proposals to limit or end private
corporate contracts. In particular electeds may believe that they lack viable alternatives to the
corporate contractor of choice. These contracts exist in the first place because governments do
not think they have the capacity, expertise, or financial resources to handle services internally.
However, these perceptions are not always rooted in reality. Many government officials
concerned about costs discover that they can directly provide services at nominally more
expensive rates than their corporate contractor.56 Also, reticent elected officials should take into
account other costs that contracts entail, including financial costs like lawsuits and damage to
public confidence. In addition to encouraging government officials to reclaim carceral and
policing policymaking and operations, they should be encouraged to explore nonprofit options.
For instance, community health providers can and do provide treatment for pretrial detainees.
There are also nonprofit resources for policing policies.
Another important point to emphasize to elected officials that doubt they can end reliance on
private contracts is that they can always reduce their jail populations and policing activities.
Cities across the country have taken steps to safely reduce their jail populations. Similarly, many
cities are shrinking the roles that police play in public safety, reducing the demand for policy and
training in the areas where they are shifting services. These topics and strategies are beyond the
scope of this white paper but are integral to any advocacy efforts on privatization.57
Conclusion
Communities have options to reclaim public safety policymaking from private companies and
NPAP is eager to assist with these efforts. Please do not hesitate to contact us at
legal.npap@nlg.org if you are interested in ending privatized jails, carceral healthcare, or
policing in your community.
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